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VICTORIAN SUMMARY
Victorian Subset of the Australian Family Survey on Schooling during the Covid‐19 Pandemic
Duration and Responses
A survey National was undertaken between April 27th and May 6th 2020 that was distributed across a wide array of platforms.
(Including but not limited to a range of media, ACSSO email campaigns and social media, member organisations and subsidiary
networks). Whilst ACSSO has produced a National Report of Results (https://www.acsso.org.au ) the focus of this report is the
Victorian Response. A total of 436 respondents passed the main qualifiers and completed all (or most) of the survey. The survey
allowed several possible paths to completion. For example, Family A answers questions relating to additional needs students + home‐
based learning + adults working from home while supervising learning, while Family B skips the additional needs section and
completed questions on children still attending school in person.

Limitations
Due to time and financial constraints, the survey could not be translated into languages other than English and so potentially excluded
many families who may be facing even greater difficulties in schooling during isolation conditions. The brief testing period resulted in
some limitations not being exposed before release. In particular, a subset of parents who are leaving home to work while their
children study alone at home were unable to answer certain questions in the survey, but were still able to submit their comments.
Respondents without personal experience of children’s learning during the pandemic were not excluded from participation, but they
were skipped from initial qualifying questions to the final page where they were invited to contribute more general comments. The
survey focus is on individual family experiences not systemic responses. The complexity of family schooling choices makes it
impossible to extract complete data sets exclusively for any one school system. Collections of individual responses can be prepared for
all families who nominated a child attending, for example, a Catholic school, but these families may also be answering for children in
government or independent schools.
As the Victorian Subset was analysed by a third party, results should be not be interpreted categorically as some of the methodology
used did not provide for external manipulation. In this regard, every effort has been made to accurately present the data in its original
form. All results should be considered foundational and are not open to interpretational inference or correlation.

Relationship to Children & Living Arrangements
The Parent cohort with 94% or 411 of 436 made up the largest category of responses, followed by 13 Grandparents or 3% of
respondents. Guardian and Foster Parent, when combined with a different relationship ‘Other’ category numbered 12 in response or
just under 3%.

Living arrangements largely consisted of two adult households with child/ren (75.69%) followed by sole parent households (15.14%),
shared care households (3.67%), two parent with children and extended family (2.98%) and sole parent with children and extended
family (2.52%).

Number of Children in Family
The total number of school aged children referred to in
the survey is 853. In addition to school aged children, 94
respondents (21.6%) also provide care for 117 children
younger than school aged.
Of the 853 children, 23 attended school for an
unspecified time throughout the lockdown. When
questioned regarding family well‐being as a result of
having a child attend school, these families reported
that overall well‐being was:
 About the same – 9
 Better than usual – 3
 Worse than usual – 9
‘It’s effectively babysitting as they won’t help the kids if
they can’t read, don’t understand’. Parent of 2 Primary,
Government

HOW MANY SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN DO YOU CARE FOR?
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Children requiring additional support
Respondents reported that 28% of students (122) would normally receive additional supports at school. Following is the
breakdown across the year levels.

Numbers of Students who were receiving School
Supports
4
4 4
40
70

Prep/Foundation

Primary Years 1‐6

Secondary 7‐11

Year 12

Did Not Specify

To allow for the complexity of individual needs, respondents were able to openly describe what if any impacts the pandemic has had
on their family. From the 122 responses, a thematic analysis identified 17 positively reported outcomes 96 negatively reported
outcomes and 7 that had mixed outcomes (namely one child did well whilst another child struggled). A randomised generation of
frequently used words is provided below. The more prominent the word, the more often it was used in responses.

Limitations: Spelling or punctuation inconsistencies will slightly skew results. The prominence of words does not indicate the context
of how the word was used (that is ‐ in a positive or negative context).

The following are randomly selected negative, challenging or problematic comments drawn from the above:
 My eldest son (11) requires clear direction. Remote learning is very confusing to follow. My eldest daughter (13) is undertaking







accelerated learning (SEALP) and is having trouble asking/getting help. Teachers say they are available but respond to her
requests for help abruptly/dismissively. Sadly I am in no way able to help them with their learning. Anxiety has increased in
both these children significantly. My eldest daughter is suffering with excessive insomnia as she anticipates the next day. We
have also spent $90 on ink for our printer as no hardcopy was offered to our grade 6 student. He is printing up to 5 pages/day.
Four children at home indefinitely is causing much stress in our household. My husband is an essential worker who travels and
works late.
My food bill has doubled since the kids have been home. Also my 12 Yr old got so depressed at home that he wouldn’t get out of
bed. We have just come out of a family violence situation and school was his haven. So to take him out of that environment,
away from his support of peers was very hard for him. I couldn’t get him out of bed and his mental health plummeted. Once I had
him approved for onsite learning he finally started to come out of his shell again and was completing work and interacting with
his siblings.
2 parents working from home, and needing to home school two kids. Both with learning development needs (ADHD & ASD).
Extremely draining on parents and kids, and difficult to get normal work done.
Anxiety levels are higher than normal with the children
Assignments are given in written form on a web page. As a dyslexic, my son is struggling to read through the instructions and
understand what they mean. My partner works outside the home and I am working full time with a very heavy workload due to
COVID. My son is now refusing school.
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 Child is lonely and disengaged without support and encouragement from trained professionals that keep him focussed and
provide techniques for learning.
 Child requires support from me to focus on tasks, its fine although I get nothing else done. Very stressful.
 Child with Autism have seen a backwards turn for his development during crisis. Online learning very difficult as both parent’s
essential workers and child attends school however individual learning plan now not being implemented as was before.
Behaviour has changed as routines at school no longer in place and change of teacher’s daily causing anxiety and meltdowns.
 Educationally- we are concerned that our daughter is falling behind. Socially- our daughter hasn't seen any of her friends since
school finished last term. Emotionally- our daughter is depressed and crying a lot. She expresses a lot of anger and has become
physically violent towards her younger brother. Financially- we are lucky the grandparents couldn't fly home to NZ so they have
been minding the children. However this has increased our household costs. That being said, if my husband or I couldn't work it
would ruin us financially.
 I spend all of my time with the child who needs support, so my other kids are left to fend for themselves. I am exhausted and
trying to catch him up to where he should be (he was extremely far behind when the pandemic started).
 Exhaustion physically emotionally and mentally, isolation for my other child due to needing to spend all time 1 on 1 with child
with needs. Schoolwork delivered online from mainstream no accommodations or modifications no work on ILP goals, no
interaction with peers and brief phone calls fortnightly with aide/teacher which doesn’t work for severe anxiety autistic child.
Autism school hard copy work for 2 week blocks no contact with peer’s weekly check in email from teacher.
 Has had a major impact. Due to all the changes & loss of usual routines and activities my children's challenging behaviour has
escalated to very problematic level. More safety concerns in the home. All 3 children ASD diagnosis & additional learning needs.
Tried to school at home, very limited work achieved in early weeks & not workable all being together. Was able to get 1 back to
school. Still so hard with the other 2. Loss of sporting activity greatly impacting too as this is usual way to helping behaviour.
 Having to sit with child to support remote learning for the whole time which means I have to do my full time work once school
hours finished plus continue with my own part time study course
 Home schooling is not working for the primary school child. Older children coping better. Challenging as I am working from home
too. Near breaking point at times
 I feel like the tasks are set for the whole classroom and they haven’t thought about altering or scaffolding the tasks for children
with learning disabilities it has made it very hard with the children’s emotions.
 I believe I am only able address emotional and social needs and can attempt educational but not really achieving any progress
 I feel very unsupported from the school. They just give us tasks to do which they unable to do on their own.

The following are randomly selected positive comments drawn from the above:
 Both of my children have been doing online learning with tremendous support from their teachers. My boys know that their
teachers are available, especially during scheduled class times (for my secondary child). The teachers have made many
resources available and have been massive supports.
 Fortunately, both parents are teachers/school leaders so we are confident that we can support our children. We are confident in
the decisions we need to make on a daily basis for our son.
 I give my child the one on one support that he needs
 The school has been in contact on a regular basis to offer support
 My son is doing a fantastic job working from home with support from myself, his teacher, his aide and speech therapist.
 Child has spent extra time on non-learning activities.
 Special school in Victoria have been more than great. Work dropped off every Friday on doorstep and we fill out a diary of what
we achieved each day. School keeping in touch with uploading on YouTube with principal and teachers and students being
involved. Now starting Webex meeting next week. My son and teachers and extended family kept safe thru this time...Great job
Diamond Valley Special developmental school!.

Internet Access

Does your home
have sufficient
internet access
to support
your children's
learning?

Adults Wellbeing

Rate your wellbeing now compared the
beginning of the Pandemic

1.2
94

64

75

16

62
31

270

Yes ‐ 61.9%

No ‐ 3.7%

Mostly Good ‐ 21.6%

Mostly Bad ‐ 1.1%

94

I feel a little better ‐ 14.7%

I feel a little worse ‐ 21.6%

I feel a lot better ‐ 7.1%

I feel much worse ‐ 14.2%

No Change ‐ 17.2%

Are you or any other adult member of the family working from home?
ʘ YES, 243 respondents or 55.7% ʘ NO, 142 respondents or 32.6% ʘ No Answer, 51 or 11.7%
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School Communication

Rating School Communication
140
120
100
80
60
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0
Poor ‐ 2.3%

Infrequent ‐ 2.1%

Basic ‐ 5%

Good ‐ 22.7%

Excellent ‐ 28%

In addition to rating satisfaction with school communication during the shutdown period – an additional 78 respondents left
comments to which random examples are provided below:
























Can vary depending upon the teacher, but overall they have done an amazing job keeping us informed
As the weeks go on we are finding it easier to communicate with the teachers more so secondary
Have had no contact from my child’s teachers
Disability special school no home school partnership, little communication, and staff and principal not keen to help but rather
get a salary
Lots of support for secondary students, if they can’t do a task teacher contacting etc. parent/teacher update has been
regular.
I couldn't ask for better communication. Teachers ensure we have their email addresses to contact, individually. Our College
Principal and Campus Principals post regular updates and messages. Our teachers and staff have made videos to
encourage student wellbeing and safety, which are posted in Facebook and the school website.
I have requested the school check in with the parents to see how they are going. They have not contacted us and my
personal messages to teacher have not been responded to. Very disappointed.
I've felt there has been very limited direct contact from our primary school. Very little targeted at wellness directly to kids
rather the school relying on parents delivering that message to children.
Each individual teacher is perceiving this in an entirely different way. No one seems to be on the same page, which results in
some giving way more than the scheduled amount of work, or in bulk where the child is expected to break it down into a
lesson plan. Communication between home & school seems very inconsistent, the left hand doesn’t know what the right
hand is doing. Messages seem to be going to the children, but parents aren’t always kept in the loop. I feel these are things
I’ve tried to address with the school, but it has gone unheard. If we had a thousand kids i would be more sympathetic, but
less than 200 it leaves you feeling let down.
I have requested the school check in with the parents to see how they are going. They have not contacted us and my
personal messages to teacher have not been responded to. Very disappointed.
For primary school there is no one to one teacher time. Kids can't message their teacher. No daily plan posted
No one really checked in with us beyond the offer of a laptop for my eldest child. Communication from the school itself was
very poor, and later/insufficient compared to other schools, contributing to stress and anxiety in myself and my younger child,
and initially in my elder child until she familiarised herself with new systems. My younger son has been completely
unmotivated and I have struggled to get him to go to bed on time, to get out of bed at a reasonable time, to support and
motivate him, to focus on my paperwork and accomplish other tasks from home and to do my work away from home feeling
like he is falling behind. He has relied very heavily on me and been reluctant to manage himself, to ask for help/support from
teachers or other students. He does the bare minimum of work or less! He isn't confident learning this way and complains
the work is hard and there is too much of it. He may benefit from learning in a more visual way rather than reading copious
notes. He has struggled with isolation and turned to exercise to get active out of the house and to feel better. He has
previously been a great student, excelling in grade 5 and 6. Stress around his school becoming a superschool with bullying
and constant fights at school has magnified how unsettled he has been this year. I have struggled with all the emails sent to
me. I cannot deal with that and convey communication to my children while working away from home or while my younger
child uses my device.
I couldn't ask for better communication. Teachers ensure we have their email addresses to contact, individually. Our College
Principal and Campus Principals post regular updates and messages. Our teachers and staff have made videos to
encourage student wellbeing and safety, which are posted in Facebook and the school website.
Not enough personal contact for a child with special needs
Son seems to know what to do each day. He just follows his normal timetable. I get a little bit of communication once a week
if work is not submitted
Teachers are taking a long time to respond to student questions about learning tasks. Which leaves us all at an impasse.
This is no one's fault, but it's frustrating.
Teachers using varied strategies to take role and upload assignments confusing year 7 student with limited tech skills
The school is doing an amazing job at providing content for our children but there is simply too much! My 9 year old is
working from 9am - 6pm trying to complete the tasks and hasn't even touched up tone speciality subjects.
The support when needed as been above exceptional.
The teachers and administration are trying hard and doing a good job. They have never had to do this before and are
adapting quickly and responding to feedback. Despite this there have still been lots of unknowns and questions.
The teachers have been fantastic. I don't think we are losing out at all. Very happy to keep learning from home for the rest
of term 2.

